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LATEST VERSION OF LIVE-STREAMING POLICE BODY
CAMERA RELEASED WITH HILLS INDUSTRIES
HIGHLIGHTS
•

CIO has released the latest version of its live streaming body camera incorporating
feedback from end-user field trials.

•

Latest lightweight technology specifically designed for Police and Security
applications.

•

Camera to be launched in both Australian and United States markets with a
distribution agreement being finalised with Hills Industries (HIL:ASX).

•

Significant opportunity for CIO to capitalise on a unique IOT application.

Connected IO Limited (ASX: CIO) (“CIO”) is pleased to provide to its shareholders the following
update regarding development of the company’s Body Worn Camera (“Body Camera”).
Together with Hills Industries, CIO will introduce the latest version of the Body Camera to the
Australian market via existing relationships with Police, Ambulance and Security companies
at Federal, State and local level.

Hills Industries, Head of Communications, Leanne Francis, said “Further to CIO’s initial
prototype, development of a more streamlined, user friendly version of the Body Camera
has now been created. The latest version of the Body Camera provides a smaller,
lightweight design while still maintaining the original high end digital video streaming
capabilities and is based on feedback for extensive field trials by enterprise-level endusers”.
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CIO’s Body Camera provides live streaming footage back to base via the cloud with automated
back-up of the live streaming, live recording content. This provides Police Officers and Security
personnel added comfort knowing the live streaming content can be viewed at base and
where appropriate further back up or support can be sent without involvement from the
officer in question who may otherwise be detained or occupied.

Images: Latest production version of the body-camera.

The live streaming Body Camera provides a direct untampered chain of evidence which aids
law enforcement agencies to prove actions, responses and reconstruct events.
There is a worldwide market for Body Worn Cameras with each of United Kingdom, United
States, Canada, Germany, Netherlands, Dubai and Australia all undertaking recent studies on
the benefits of Body Worn Cameras. The UK studies in particular showed benefits including
increase in public reassurance, reduction in fear of crime in local communities, increase in
early guilty pleas, resolving complaints about police officers more quickly and reducing
assaults on officers.
CIO CEO Yakov Temov said “The development of the next stage of the CIO Body Camera is a
promising development for the company. At present there is no live stream to base Body
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Worn Camera on the market and this is another example of how CIO continues to provide
cutting edge, first to market M2M solutions in many wireless communications sectors.”
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About Connected IO Ltd. (CIO)
Connected IO Limited has its operations based in Silicon Valley, in the USA. Its business is a
wireless technology innovator and manufacturer operating in the multi-trillion-dollar “IOT”
(Internet of Things) sector. CIO specializes in machine to machine (“M2M”) connectivity,
providing hardware and software solutions to some of the world’s largest companies –
including Coca Cola, Verizon and AT&T. CIO’s software solutions also include a customised
cloud management interface and a variety of support services. Cisco predicts there will be 50
billion connected devices by 2020.
For further information please contact:
Yakov Temov (USA) - yakov@connectedio.com
Jason Ferris (Aus) – jason@connectedio.com
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